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SSAT and Dulux Smarter Spaces Project – end of project report 

School Name: Freebrough 

Name of person completing this report: Heather Blackburn 

Brief description of type of room/space: 2 connecting project-based learning classroom 

Overview 
 
As an Academy we have been involved in several innovative design projects. A sixth form than has been 
designed with individual work pods, ICT rooms, engineering and media rooms. Made up of bright bold 
colours. We also redesigned the small atrium in the main academy, creating a large yellow stage with TV 
screens and have a large zebra wall which gives the area more soundproofing for when students work in 
the area. 
 
We were very keen to be involved in the Dulux Project and initially the Director for Performing Arts was 
chosen to be the lead role on the project. She worked with a group of Year 9 students who had 
previously been taught in the rooms for business and project based learning. The students had some 
clear ideas of how they wanted the room to look and also be used.  
 
We hoped that with the help of the Dulux designers we could create two rooms that could be booked 
out by staff for carrying out collaborative work with students. The overall aim was that students could 
work in different style seating areas or zones and essentially break off into these areas whilst working on 
tasks.  Teachers would be able to move between the two rooms as students worked. We had hoped to 
calm the ambience in the rooms, by changing the lighting and reflect the colours of the school logo 
(blues) onto the walls.  
 
The main issue with the rooms has been the lack of ownership, the rooms had been redesigned as 
project based learning spaces 5 years ago and staff dipped in and out according to when they were 
timetabled in the rooms. The rooms were not big enough to hold 30 students due to the benching that 
was round the sides of the rooms. There was also no wall space to project onto or display work. 
 
The results have been very dramatic, the coloured walls have gone from green and orange to a blue 
which matches the school’s logo colour. Removing benches on the ground and walls has opened up the 
space so more students can work in the space.  Unfortunately, as we have worked on 2 rooms the 
budget has only stretched to completing to the paint work, splat wall paper and changing the benches. 
This has meant the students’ vision of having a variety of different seating areas or different zones was 
not a possibility, we have instead resolved this by taking seating from other parts of the School.  
 
When I took over the project, the design process had already taken place and I picked up the project for 
the next phase – how the rooms would actually be used. 
 
 
Enhance the teaching and learning environment 
 
Before we took part in the project we had 2 adjoining rooms. They had their own entrances and were 
adjoined by a glass door, as well as a glass window. 
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Each room was quite small and we struggled to accommodate a full class of students. The main reason 
for this was the addition of benches and storage cupboards that ran around the two main walls. Above 
the benches the walls were covered by top cupboards, so essentially the room was a bit like a kitchen 
and caused it to be cramped. 
 
Each room had a large cupboard with sliding white board doors. The main projector in each room faced 
onto the sliding doors and this often distorted the image for students. The walls in each room were 
painted bright green and orange and had very stark bright lighting. They did not give the impression of a 
calm learning space, in fact staff who used the rooms suggested the ambience often led to students 
becoming more ‘hyped up’.   
 
The rooms had been used for project based learning, where staff dipped in and out.  This meant no one 
actually ‘owned’ the rooms and looked after them so they ended up as a dumping ground. 
Students did not like the round tables as they came apart or work fell down the middle. Staff and 
students did not like the ergonomic rocking style chairs. 
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After the treatment 

                    
 

 
 
After the design process the, benches were removed and the rooms re-decorated. However, it was 
apparent after the first half term that the rooms were not being booked out by staff.  
 
Staff were asked to comment via email why they did not use the rooms for lessons.  Main comments 
included: 
‘Apart from the change in colour of the walls, the desks and chairs are the same’ 
‘The projector still projects onto sliding doors and this distorts the images or onto a wall and it is 
projecting onto a wall that is on the opposite side of the classroom to the computer so unless you have a 
clicker you have to stand next to the computer and direct to the projected image from the back of the 
room. 
‘It’s hard to move around the two rooms as you still have to go through a middle door and you cannot 
see what the rest of the group are doing when you go into the other room’ 
‘There is no soft seating ‘ 
The rooms were used but not for the main purpose. Both rooms were used for after school 
interventions, e.g. English took year 11 in with 2 members of staff to do course work and exam prep. 
 
Those who were using the rooms commented: 
‘the blue walls are more calming that the previous colours’ 
‘They are good for small groups, it’s easier to move around the room and if necessary change tables 
around’ 
‘we tend to use one room only for counselling’ 
‘For English intervention we use both rooms and have more than 1 member of staff and staff move 
between the rooms, this means we don’t have to watch what students are doing as we are free to move 
around’ 
PE theory lessons took place in both rooms and the whole group was split 
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‘support staff can work with a group in 1 room whilst the teacher works in the other, if need be the 
teacher can go between, it’s easier now there is more space. 
 
With this in mind I made simple changes. One room was more of a teaching room and the other the 
break out room. 

• Switched the directions of the projectors 

• Took out the rocking chairs and replaced with normal chairs from elsewhere in school  

• Removed the round tables and kept the square ones 

• Changed the stark lightening by removing several bulbs  

• Found some spare sofas and softer seats in the sixth form 

 

    

After these changes comments from those who used the rooms were: 
‘it’s easier to navigate around the tables as there is space now the benches have gone’ 
‘The ambience of the room is better as it is not as stark’ 
 ‘it is easier to teach in there as I can be at the computer and look at the wall and direct students without 
have to walk around them to the other side of the room and then back to the computer’  
‘the noise level in the room has been reduced now the rocking chairs have gone, students concentrate 
better without rocking’ 
 
However, we still had not managed to increase the room usage for teaching and learning across staff - 
mainly because the rooms did not offer anything different to their own classrooms. 
 
This required a re think: 
The pastoral team were based in a small office and had nowhere they could meet students, take 
students who were in crisis or to meet parents who just dropped in. I asked the pastoral leaders if they 
had a room, what would they want in it and how would they use it.  
 
They said they would use a room to take students to calm down, to write statements, to do one on one 
sessions, to meet parents, to work with groups of students, to offer a quiet space. They requested a 
variety of styles of chairs and tables, bean bags, plants to make it feel homelier and inviting, calming 
toys, glitter, glue some art materials, colouring books and pens, puzzles and jigsaws etc. Tea and coffee 
making facilities We had £400 left in the budget and have used this to add to the room.  
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Inspire Engagement 
 
The colour of the walls reflected the blue in our school logo. I put the core school values on the walls so 
they were easy to see and read and could remind students of PRIDE and FREDICE. To try and add to the 
bold splat wall I used student art work to provide a screen on the middle door so it was not as easy for 
students to look through, we also added student art work to the middle window, again to screen it off. 
 
The pastoral leaders had a great input into what went into the room -it needed to feel homelier which is 
why we bought bean bags and a rug. We bought a variety of puzzles, colouring books and art glitter so 
students could ‘zone out’ and relax. After I visited London and met other schools in the Dulux Project, we 
also added plants which now make the room feel homelier and less sparse as there is a large window. 
 
The students who were consulted in the original design were also asked about the changes and they 
agreed that the pastoral room was homelier and inviting and was a great place for students to go 
somewhere quiet. They particularly liked the zoned effects with the room as there were certain seating 
area with the sofa, rug and bean bags, a small group table and a larger table which could be used for 
meetings. 
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As the room is ‘zoned’ there can be more than one pastoral leader in at a time working with different 
students and it does not feel like you are ‘listening in to conversations’ as people can we working in the 
different zones. 
 
The students that have been taken into the room during lesson times are given the opportunity to self-
reflect or work one to one (techniques to help calm as seen in the picture below) and in some cases, 
they are able to direct their own learning (as seen by the picture of the year 10 girl completing art work) 
 
Students have also used the room at 
lunch times – year 11 students have 
used the room to sit and chat away 
from the main dining rooms. Students 
have looked after the room as they 
appreciate it is there for them to use 
as it is needed. 
 
One of the rooms is also available for 
youth club after school, especially if 
they want to do art work, as there is a 
sink available for water. 
 
 
 
 
 
Encourage Positive Behaviour and Attitude 
 

 

     
 
Pictures above show a year 8 boy who was struggling to cope in a particular lesson. He liked the room 
because it was ‘quiet and peaceful, it’s got puzzles I can sit and make, it’s nice to have a cup of tea’ 
A year 10 student wanted to go home, she was having issues with friends and did not want to attend 
lessons, being in the room meant she stayed in school and got on with her art work.  She said, ‘I like the 
room, there is different types of seats and the tables are big enough so I can spread out my work, its 
useful having the sink in here, I like the quiet’ 
 
If the room had not been available this may have led to students going into crisis and then either going 
to on call or having to go home. Pastoral leaders work with lots of students each day and some students 
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need a space like this so they can offload their issues or problems and then can be given solutions. This 
all helps to ensure they stay in school without affecting others or losing learning time. 
 
Promote Personal Development and Wellbeing 
 
We have a number of students who come into school in the morning already in crisis, this could be 
related to issues that have happened in the morning before they arrive, such as falling out with parent or 
carer, not having breakfast or even tea the night before, not having slept in a bed, not having been at 
home the night before.  
 
We have equipped the pastoral leaders room with a fridge, kettle, tea, coffee, juice and breakfast 
biscuits. Pastoral leaders can take students into their room and give them food and a drink in the 
morning, or at any point in the day. 
 
When students come into the room they decide where they sit – on the bean bags, sofa, by the table 
etc, some students immediately opt for the bean bags and may even sleep. 
 
We are currently working on creating an indoor hide space, we are reusing the shelves that we took 
down from the original rooms. The idea of this is to support students who may have attachment 
disorders and just want to hide or curl up in an area. Students from year 9 are currently helping to make 
the structure which will sit at the back of the room and have soft cushions inside it. 
 
The room provides different seating zones and having the choice of where to sit will often help someone 
who is stressed, or even just walking around the space and going to the side bench to get something 
they can fiddle with and squash – we have balls, bean bags, marble hand feelers. 
 
The room is very visual with the splat wall paper – most of the students like it as the room does not look 
like a classroom. We have used the school’s values and made them visual on the walls. We have also 
bought lots of plants which the students can water and look after, it gives the room a more calming feel, 
but again it makes the rooms seem like less of a classroom and more of a homely room. 

 

         
 

This is very much a room that allows for time out and in the future, we are looking at how we can 
develop more one on one work in there. We are looking at how we staff the room, this will may be give 
us the opportunity to have a member of staff in the room during the day and if students are causing 
problems in normal classrooms they need a time out in the pastoral area, rather than being put into on 
call and then ending up in the detention system. This is also something that fits with the whole school 
pivotal training we have just completed. 
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Help improve building function 
 
Both rooms are on the ground floor of school, at the moment one is used as a bookable room for during 
and after school so the room is very much accessible by all. The pastoral room is used by any student 
that needs to access it. 
 
Students now refer to the rooms as those with the splat wall paper or the one with the plants! 
 
Having a designated room that is used by the pastoral team is brilliant as they know it is available for 
them all day and they book it amongst themselves or use it together. Previously they always had to find 
a space or look for somewhere to take parents if other rooms were booked. 
 
What is great about both rooms is that the space is now more adaptable – the tables can be moved 
around, separated or joined together. The colour has made a huge difference as the blue is more 
calming than the previous blue and orange 
 
The cleaning staff commented that the pastoral room ‘it is a really relaxing room, it’s just nice to sit in 
here when we finish our shift’ 
 
The students who were originally involved in the room design commented that they pastoral room ‘it’s a 
nice space now and not cluttered’, its bright yet not overpowering’, ‘it’s nice when the sun shines in as 
the room looks like an inviting space to sit in’, ‘the sofas and bean bags are great as alternative seating’ 
 
The students who were originally involved have said it would be great if we could replicate similar 
seating in the other room. 
 
In hindsight we probably would not have used the splat wall paper as for some students the brightness 
causes them to be almost more hyped up and the SEN faculty have said that if they were to use the 
room – something which is a possibility we may have to change it as it is not suitable for some students 
with specific learning issues, such as ADHD or sight issues. 
 
I think a wall paper that reflects a forest or grass scene would have been more calming and less busy. It 
has been great to be involved in the project and what is even more exciting is that our rooms continue to 
evolve! 
 
 

 

 


